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MORE THAN 20 SPECIES OF BAT HAVE BEEN DOCUMENTED TO ENGAGE IN HOMOSEXUAL
BEHAVIOUR, AND WILD LITTLE BROWN BATS HAVE 35% OF MALE-MALE MATINGS IN
LATE AUTUMN. HENCE, BATMAN AND ROBIN ARE PROBS GAY DURING HALLOWEEN.

Note from the Editor:
I AM DELIGHTED TO SHARE
THE FIRST EDITION OF THIS ACADEMIC
YEAR OF THE GAY SAINT WITH OUR READERS. WE
HAVE A TALENTED TEAM OF WRITERS, COPY-EDITORS
AND DESIGNERS WHO ARE ALL PASSIONATE ABOUT
THIS PUBLICATION. WE ARE VERY EXCITED TO
SHOW YOU WHAT WE HAVE PLANNED FOR
THIS YEAR.

I HOPE THIS SPECIAL HALLOWEEN EDITION
PROVIDES SOME ESCAPISM FROM THIS DEADLINE
SEASON, AND THAT IT WILL ENTERTAIN, ENTHRALL,
AND POSSIBLY SPOOK YOU!
- HEAD EDITOR,
NATALIE PSILLOU
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OP-ED
Leave Your
Dementor
Robe in the
Closet This
Year
Neo Jernigan
Content Warning:
Discussion of
transphobia and related
violence.
Before I begin, I must
mention I have never read
any of the Harry Potter
series. These characters
have no meaning to me,
and I think that is why I
am
so
continually
frustrated
with
the
discussion
surrounding
J.K. Rowling.

These memes are not
inherently bad nor are they
transphobic, but they do
bother me and many other
trans and non-binary
people a lot. These memes
are, in essence, denying the
reality of the situation and
giving power back to the
oppressor
they
stand
against.
When we pretend that
Rowling didn’t write the
Harry Potter series, we are
denying the fact that she
holds immeasurable sway
and
power
on
an
international
field
to
change the perspectives of
others. When we engage
with anything related to
the series in public and
choose to ignore the
transphobia she shares, we
only hurt trans people. As
I mentioned earlier in the

Now that we are in The
Spooky Month, many
people are thinking of
what to dress as and, even
though Covid is going to
dampen many Halloween
plans this year, I still
imagine some will dress
up. Harry Potter and its
associated characters have
always been a major staple
of Halloween costumes,
and I am sure that will be
no different this year. I am
sure it will be no different
even after J.K. Rowling has
now for, what feels like the
millionth time, clarified
that, yes, she is in fact
transphobic.

U.S. Congress to argue
against LGBT+ rights
legislation. I am here,
however, to say that we
need to stop pretending
Rowling does not have an
impact.

I am not here to discuss if
she really is transphobic
because I choose to believe
the trans women who say
she is, and I know of how
her words were used in the

Back in June when
Rowling made her second
big splash of the year
criticising the use of
‘people who menstruate’,
which she then followed
up with a lengthy essay
describing her views as a
‘feminist’, Twitter went
into a frenzy. Even though
these views by Rowling
had been documented for
quite some time (you don’t
just
happen
to
be
following well known
transphobic
‘feminists’,
retweet them, and not
share some beliefs), wellmeaning cisgender allies

case of the U.S., people
who share Rowling’s views
are emboldened by them.
They can use them, draw
from them, and convince
others to feel the same.
They can say, and are
saying:

not, Harry Potter will
forever be associated with
a transphobe and if you
choose to still engage with
it you must also be at the
forefront
of
transinclusionary work. You
need to educate others,
vote for trans rights, put
your pronouns in all of
your bios, preach trans
rights until the cows come
home, and refrain from
discussing Harry Potter in
public in any way that puts
more
money
into
Rowling’s pockets and
gives her more power. You
need to fight for trans
rights like you fought over
which was the best
Hogwarts house, which
Patronus you would have
and, just as how Harry
Potter defined you as a
person, trans rights must
as well, even more so.

‘Look here, this writer, this
woman who greatly shaped
your life thinks this way
about trans people, you
should too,’ and people buy
into it. Hashtags are
formed, defenses are made,
and the continued process
of
trans-exclusionary
practices occurs, all while
trans people are being
forced to defend their
right to exist.
So, then what? Can you
never enjoy Harry Potter
again? No, you can, but
there is a cost. Like it or
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were
distraught. This
discomfort, with the fact a
major aspect of these
people was now associated
with something they so
strongly disagree with, led
them to feel hurt and lost.
Memes then began to
circulate
around
the
Twitter-sphere about this
hurt. Memes like ‘OMG I
can’t
believe
Emma
Watson wrote and starred
in Harry Potter!’ flooded
my
feed
as
people
desperately
tried
to
distance their childhood
from transphobia.

Halloween will come and
go, and I am sure I will see
people dressed in their
house
clothes
and
dementor robes. Then
Christmas will come, and
the Yule Ball will flood my
feeds. Then nothing will
change, Diagon Alley
won’t close at Universal,
Rowling won’t learn, and
trans people will still be
fighting to exist, and I ask:
where will you be in this
process? Will you be the
one with the lightning scar
on your forehead parading
in
town,
pretending
Rowling didn’t write these
books, or will you be the
one
truly
fighting
alongside us?

HORRORSCOPES
Western
Star Signs

Taurus

Cancer

Virgo

(April 20 - May 20)

( June 21 - July 22)

Aung Hein Htet

Staying active may not be
high on your priority list,
but try to get it into the
top ten. A journey may
help you gain a new
perspective.

You may be feeling a bit
more competitive; try
setting new goals in fitness
and spend some time
reviewing your health
needs.

(August 23 - September
22)

Gemini

Leo

(May 21 - June 20)

( July 23 - August 22)

This is a time to dig into
details or make progress
with research. Delve into
holistic approaches –
healing mind,
body, and
soul.

A period of troubleshooting and potential
change. Your life takes a
creative turn, so allow
your
wildest
ideas
to
flourish.

As
Scorpio
season
approaches, power energy
influxes. Here is some
advice for the zodiac signs
to help you navigate
through
this
dark,
transformative season.

Aries
(March 21 - April 19)
The more daunting path
may
be
the
most
rewarding. Your drive to
achieve your goals can be
so powerful that you run
roughshod over the wrong
toes.

Scorpio
(October 23 - November
21)
You are the one with the
answers to perplexing
questions. Get rid of
useless stuff, negative
attitudes, and unnecessary
burdens. Finishing has
never felt this good!

y o u ’r e
clearing
a path for
manifestation.
Doing some background
work or research may help
you uncover something
unusual.

Capricorn
Sagittarius
(November 22 December 21)
A period of preparation,

Chinese
Zodiac
Signs
Aung Hein Htet
For the October edition, we
have added a new segment to
our horoscopes section, and it is
the Chinese zodiac predictions!
Unlike Western astrology, the
Chinese zodiac signs are
represented by 12 animals and
are based upon the year you
were born in instead of the
month.

(December 22 - January
19)

Reach out to someone who
would listen to your issues and
give you good advice.

Ox
(1961, 1973, 1985, 1997)
Remain positive and keep up the
momentum you’ve built thus far.

Aquarius
( January 20 - February
18)

You’re in good graces with
others if your integrity is

You

Tiger

Snake

(1962, 1974, 1986, 1998)

(1965, 1977, 1989, 2001)

Terminate the act of constantly
relying on others; you are your
own solution.

Clear communication in any
relationship should be your top
priority. Remember, don’t hiss.

may

prefer

Horse

(1963, 1975, 1987, 1999)

(1966, 1978, 1990, 2002)

New environment and people
could have made you forget
some important things. Sit
down, meditate and ask
yourself what your motives
were.

Your personal finance could be
at risk this month; keep a good
record of your cash flow.

Goat
(1967, 1979, 1991, 2003)

Dragon
(1964, 1976, 1988, 2000)
Despite failing 99 times, have
faith and try for the 100th
time. Keep in mind that sowing
and harvesting are not meant
to be in the same season.

Libra
(September 23 - October
22)
Fantasy is the beginning;
find yourself indulging in
activities that fill your
senses, who knows you
might
even
find
it
satisfying.

withdraw and retreat when
you can, but this is the
time to finish what you’ve
started; investigate what
you need to know, and
bring issues to the open.

Pisces
(February 19 - March 20)
Some of the issues that
were difficult in the spring
may
seem
more
manageable
now.
Determine your priorities
and avoid last-minute
backing out.

to

Rabbit

Rat
(1960, 1972, 1984, 1996)

shining
b r i g h t l y.
Don’t overextend
or push your limits though;
avoid burnout, and pace
yourself.

Trust your abilities and
work with confidence.
Your
genius
shines
through and after a long
period
of
constant
interruptions from the
previous months, you’re
finally back on track.

If you’re doing something for
the sake of doing it, you won’t
accomplish anything. If you’re
doing it for your passion, you
shall succeed.

Monkey
(1968, 1980, 1992, 2004)
Hold your horses. It is not

advised for you this month to
leap without detailed planning.

Rooster
(1969, 1981, 1993, 2005)
This month, you will feel
exceptionally focused and
productive. Use this time wisely
to set and accomplish your
goals.

Dog
(1970, 1982, 1994, 2006)
Surround yourself with nature.
Go for a walk in the woods,
near the lake or by the beach.
Who knows what you would
discover at the West Sands?

Pig
(1971, 1983, 1995, 2007)
You may find yourself trying
hard to adapt to the new social
circle; don’t overwork yourself.
Be somewhere you’re most
comfortable at.

MULTILINGUAL
What should
you dress up
as for
Halloween,
according to
your star
sign?
Aung Hein Htet

Aries
As a courageous sign, your
Halloween costume exudes
fierceness, aggression
and
passion. Ideas include Lady
Gaga, Wonder Woman and a
Viking warrior.

Taurus
Exhibiting
old-fashioned
tendencies,
Tauruses’
Halloween costume ideas span
from cute, practical characters
like Tinker Bell and Woody
from Toy Story to classy
characters such as Sherlock
Holmes.

古灵精怪的万圣节，⼗⼆星
座最适合扮演什么？

Gemini

Virgo

Being the social butterflies of
the signs, pick a costume
inspired by highly emotional
characters
with
bubbly
personalities such as Harley
Quinn, Winnie the Pooh and
the Cheshire Cat from Alice in
Wonderland.

These inquisitive and analytical
perfectionists should dress up
as the following: Hermione
Granger, Anna from Frozen
and Peter Pan.

Cancer
Characters
who
prioritise
family and friends over
everything
is
the
main
inspiration for your sign;
Mulan, Mickey Mouse and
Olaf, just to name a few.

Leo
Brave and bold,
choose one of
these badass
costumes:
the
Beast
from Beauty
and
the
B e a s t ,
Moana and
M e r i d a
from Brave.

⾦⽜座
⽼派、优雅的着装最适合沉
稳的⾦⽜座。可爱的奇妙仙
⼦、《玩具总动员》的胡迪
和夏洛克福尔摩斯都是些不
错的灵感。
双⼦座
双⼦座最适合扮演古灵精怪

2020: Ano
das Bruxas
Cassia Pedro
Normalmente dedicamos
apenas um único dia às
bruxas – 31 de outubro.
Porém, após essa confusão
de um ano, acho que é
seguro dizer que as bruxas
dominaram todo o ano de
2020 e não deixaram
espaço para misericórdia.
Este foi um ano de
polémicas, de surpresas, de
voltas e reviravoltas, como
se os meses tivessem sido
escritos
pelo
notório
Quentin Tarantino. Não
há dúvida de que nos
próximos cem anos as
crianças aprenderão sobre
os horrores de 2020 nas
aulas de história, rindo das

Choose
a
Halloween
inspiration who brings others
together yet isn’t afraid to step
in and lead: Ariel from The
Little Mermaid, Naruto and
Sailor Moon.

Scorpio
Scorpios are intense, dark and
mysterious. Some costume
inspirations are: Maleficent,
Ursula and Joker.

Sagittarius
Vibrant
and
a d v e n t u r o u s ,
Sagittarians
should
choose a risk-taker
with
a
cheery
disposition for your
costume. Rapunzel, Joy
from Inside Out and

的逗⽐⾓⾊，例如⼩丑⼥、
⼩熊维尼和《爱丽丝梦游仙
境》⾥的笑脸猫。

Aung Hein Htet

⽩⽺座
⽩⽺座的装扮最重要的是霸
⽓、威武和狂热。最适合的
就是扮成雷迪嘎嘎、神⼒⼥
超⼈和⼀个维京海盗。

Libra

巨蟹座
重视家⼈和朋友的巨蟹座可
以考虑从花⽊兰、⽶⽼⿏以
及《冰雪奇缘》⾥的雪宝中
获取灵感。
狮⼦座
霸⽓的野兽、《海洋奇缘》
⾥热情的⼥主莫阿娜和《勇
敢传说》⾥梅莉达的装扮都
能完美地体现出狮⼦座的豪
爽和⾃信。
处⼥座
作为完美主义者，处⼥座最
适合扮演细⼼又温柔的⾓
⾊，例如《哈利波特》⾥的
赫敏、《冰雪奇缘》⾥的安

citações ridículas no início
de seus livros de história
do ex-presidente dos EUA
e desenhando bigodes nas
fotos
do
britânico
primeiro-ministro daquela
pobre época em marcador
preto e grosso. Um ano de
grande
retrocesso
socioeconômico, de fato;
talvez as bruxas merecem
ser celebradas no dia 31 de
outubro pelo grande caos
que conseguiram causar na
vida de muitos este ano.
Contudo, apesar desse
caos, 2020 também foi um
ano de grandes mudanças,
e não estou falando de
nenhuma mudança velha e
boba, estou falando do tipo
de mudança que altera
completamente o mundo.
Mudança
incrível.
Estátuas robustas que
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娜和彼得潘。
天秤座
优雅、亲切善良、朋友缘极
好的⾓⾊最能体现出天秤座
的特征。⼩美⼈鱼、《⽕影
忍者》⾥的鸣⼈和美少⼥战
⼠都是些不错的选择。
天蝎座
《 睡 美 ⼈ 》 ⾥ 的 ⿊ 魔
⼥、《美⼈鱼》⾥的章鱼⼥
巫以及⼩丑，这些⿊暗有神
秘的⾓⾊最能衬托出天蝎座
的魅⼒。

Robin Hood are some which
would definitely match your
vibes.

Capricorn
For your costume, choose
somebody
who
displays
perseverance and a good work
ethic. Meghan Markle, and
Judy Hopps from Zootopia are
some of the inspirations.

Aquarius
Your ideal Halloween costumes
are inspired by kindhearted,
visionary,
or
creative
individuals. The dwarves from
Snow White, Willy Wonka and
Joaquín from The Book of Life.

Pisces
Pisces may be extremely
sensitive, but they make great
friends. Model your costume
after daydreamers and creative
spirits: Alice from Alice in
Wonderland, Sadness from
Inside Out and Nemo.

摩羯座
稳重又有责任⼼的摩羯座可
以选择扮演哈利王⼦的夫⼈
梅格汉还有《疯狂动物城》
中的⼥主朱迪。
⽔瓶座
富有创意的⽔瓶座⾮常适合
扮演幽默和⾮凡的⾓⾊，例
如《⽩雪公主》⾥的⼩矮⼈
《查理和巧克⼒⼯⼚》⾥的
威利·旺卡以及风情万种的吉
他⼿都是不错的选择。

射⼿座
奔放的射⼿座最适合扮演向
往⾃由又具有冒险精神的⾓
⾊：长发公主、《头脑特⼯
队》⾥的乐乐和罗宾汉。

双⻥座
爱幻想又浪漫的双鱼座⾮常
适合扮演《爱丽丝梦游仙
境》的⼥主、《头脑特⼯
队》⾥的优优以及《海底总
动员》的⼩丑鱼。

permaneceram
por
incontáveis décadas foram
derrubadas
por
manifestantes revoltados
pelas coisas horríveis que
simbolizam; racismo, a
nossa
história
de
escravidão
e
as
desigualdades raciais que
as pessoas sofreram por
muitos anos estão sendo
lentamente
erradicadas.
Lentamente,
lembre-se,
mas com certeza.

protestamos,
assinamos
petições, usamos nossas
plataformas de mídia
social com sabedoria. Em
uma época de tanta
dissonância,
tentamos
estabelecer o máximo de
solidariedade
social
humanamente possível.

Durante este ano das
bruxas, não apenas nos
s e n t a m o s
complacentemente
em
casa, seguindo as ordens de
governos
e
líderes
corruptos; pegamos a pior
situação do século e a
usamos a nosso favor.
Conscientizamos
os
problemas
mundiais,

Então, talvez devêssemos
celebrar as bruxas neste 31
de outubro, pois sem as
suas numerosas testes de fé
este ano não teríamos
persistido e saído do outro
lado mais fortes do que
nunca.

E continuamos fazendo
isso
hoje,
como
continuaremos a fazer
amanhã.

Obrigado, bruxas, e feliz
dia das bruxas.

AGONY AUNCLE
Responses by Anonymous
Dear Agony Auncle,

I’m in love with my best
friend and don’t know if
they’re queer. What should
I do?

person who hasn’t been in
a similar situation.

First of all, I’d like to
say that you’re
not alone. I
d o n ’ t
know
a n y
queer

Now, as it is
Halloween
season
and it’s
time
for

- Grim Grinning Gay

Dear Grim Grinning Gay,

Ah,
the
queer
experience
of
falling in love
with your best
friend, but
n
o
t
knowing if
they’re
LGBT+.

Dead, Night Vale. You
could
listen
together
online and discuss it. If
they are queer, they might
feel more comfortable
seeing LGBT+ rep in
media and be more open to
the idea of telling you.

I’ve always found that
watching/listening
to
something with someone
is a great way to become
closer to them and get to
know them a bit more (of
course, be safe given the
current
circumstances).
People often feel more
inclined to talk about
things when there’s the
comfort of a background
noise like television.

spooks, I would say maybe
ask them if they’re down to
watch a scary movie with
you, if they’re not averse to
horror. I definitely think
watching movies together
is a great way to get closer
to someone. You could
watch a horror movie with
queer characters in it and
see what their reaction is
towards them.

Horror podcasts are a
wonderful way to
get closer to them
as well. There are
some wonderful
horror podcasts
with
queer
representation
such as The
Magnus
Archives,
Alice isn’t

O
BO

Yo u
could
also ask
them
if
they’d like
to dress up as a
queer
couple
from any of the
movies
or
podcasts you
like for
Florence and the Machine
with you. Their songs are
my queer anthems.
Halloween, just to
gauge their reaction.

These
are, of
course,
just
ideas. I think if
y o u
really want to
know or
tell them how
you feel, the best way is

You could also ask them to
listen to Hozier or
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to be honest and
respectful. Just
sit them down,
ask them if
they’re okay with
you telling them
something
and
then do it. Be
prepared
for
rejection but, if they’re
your best friend, I’m sure
it won’t put a strain on
your friendship. Respect
their decision and their
wishes, and I’m sure you’ll
be fine.

Wishing you all the luck
and I hope it all goes well!
And a gentle reminder that
you are loved and worthy
of good things.

CREATIVE WRITING
Blood of the
Lamb
Lily Coleman
The air tasted hallowed –
or was it just the tang of
blood at the back of her
throat? She wasn’t sure, but
there was an unmistakable
holy grandeur in the room
that she and her trembling
bitterness could not match.
Her human hands looked
more like artefacts in a
museum than something
that belonged to her. They
were pale and dissonant,
cobwebbed
and
cold.
Cobwebbed? God – how
long had she been there,
shivering under that high
ceiling? She didn’t know.
She didn’t know anything
anymore. She had emptied
her head into the duffel
bag that sat at her feet. It
had a heaviness, a horrible

(Are you fully trusting in
His grace this hour?
Are you washed in the blood
of the Lamb?)
She unclasped her hands
and opened them slowly,
letting them unfurl like a
shuddering flower, then
glanced once more at the
bag, heaving with photos
and documents and mini
golf
scorecards
that
declared that she had lived,
she had been real, she had
been. And, God, what a
life it had been. And the
bag felt alive too, lying at
her feet felt like a
breathing, retching thing
that would haunt her if she
didn’t get rid of it. She only
noticed she’d lit the first
match when the flame
kissed her fingertips, but
she didn’t feel the sting. All
she felt was the shattering

insistence to it, like a dog
that paws at your lap and
wags its tail as you pull
into the vet’s car park and
the vet prepares the needle.
As she slowly unzipped the
bag, a breath of wind crept
through some ancient gap
in the stone wall, ruffling
the photos and documents
that had been shoved
haphazardly into the bag,
sending them spilling over
one another, revealing and
obstructing memories with
the carelessness of a deity.
A flicker of a smile, a shock
of a face, a signature on a
passport, each of them
tangible, horrible, pricking
at her fingertips and her
heart. She turned her face
away. It burned her, to see
these
pictures,
these
documents signing into
existence this girl she
knew but did not

recognise, this ghost of a
ghost of a person, this
shrink-wrapped doll with
empty eyes that looked like
hers. She couldn’t stand it.
The shape of the box of
matches in her pocket was
an incessant itch. But not
yet. Even now, she would
pray first. Even now.
(Have you been to Jesus for
the cleansing pow’r?
Are you washed in the blood
of the Lamb?)
There were two girls
crocheted onto the square
cushion that she pulled
down from the small ledge
behind the pew in front of
her. ‘God loves you,’ they
declared with smiling,
woollen mouths, ‘God is
always there!’
He’s got a funny way of
showing it,

determination
that
she would kill that dirty,
wretched life – even if it
killed her too.

g r o a n .
Church had never
seemed as holy as it did
then, never as beautiful as
it looked from her vantage
point on the grimy floor.
Everything hurt. She knew
she could have run away,
could have let the church
burn too, let them discover
their precious place of
worship destroyed when
she was too far away to be
culpable, but that wouldn’t
have felt right. You must
be present at the end of
your own life. Still, she had
been right: this life, this
thing, this creation of hers
would not stop until she
was no more. It was
making its way back inside
her; it was taking over her
body again. She was going
to be sick. She couldn’t
breathe. She was so thirsty.
There was a small pond
outside, she remembered

She threw the burning
stub into the bag and lit
another with a hissing
gasp.
She had a feeling it would
kill her too.
(When the Bridegroom
cometh will your robes be
white!
Are you washed in the blood
of the Lamb?)
Everything was gone. The
smell of ash, not content
with coating her tongue
and throat, had begun to
permeate
her
body,
dancing its way under her
skin, blurring her vision,
making her cough and
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she thought sullenly, as she
put her hands together and
bowed her head as she had
done so many times before,
so many times that it had
become a habit. She
reasoned that she would
have one last act of
goodness before a sin that
would last for the rest of
her life, but she still
ground her knee into the
faces of the smiling
crocheted girls.
A shard of moonlight cut
through the grand stainedglass window, dappling her
hands red and gold. Scarlet
and gilt. Blood and fire.
How do you pray when
you are about to sin, about
to burn, about to die? How
do you beg forgiveness
when you won’t be around
to accept it? She wasn’t
even sure anyone was up
there to hear her anymore.

seeing it on her way in. She
could drink there, she
could make the pain stop.
Her legs barely took her
weight anymore, not with
the new burden of what
she had done and what she
still had left to do laying
upon her shoulders, so she
staggered to her feet,
falling to her knees after a
few coltish steps. By the
time she had found her
way to the water’s edge, she
had no memory of how she
got there. All she knew was
that there was a face
looking
up
from
underneath its shimmering
surface.
(Will your soul be ready for
His presence bright,
And be washed in the blood
of the Lamb?)

The face was streaked with
dirt, gaunt, and pale - so
pale that if it had closed its
eyes and leant back into
the dark embrace of the
water, she would have
thought it was a corpse.
But its eyes were open,
almost unnaturally so, with
a fear shining so clearly in
them that she pitied it, just
for a moment. No - she
couldn’t pity it. It had
come to hurt her, it was
lying in wait, anticipating
the moment she reached
out a hand to help it so
that it could break the
surface of the water and
eat her alive. It was that
thing, the thing from the
bag, the thing she had
tried so hard to kill - she
could not pity it, she
would not.
And just

Promise
Anyar Bloom
I think it's probably
unusual to know someone
the way I knew Cass
Michaelka.
Not
emotionally, or whatever –
I
mean
literally.
Logistically.
We saw each other yearly.
Our parents were friends,
but not like neighbourtype friends. I don't know
– we were at the age where
parents are kind of
unfathomable
beings.
Once or twice a year they
would remember that they
were friends and get the
families together, and that
was when I saw Cass.
It was always in the fall. I
mean, sometimes our
families would also have
dinner
together
in
February or something.
But fall was reliable.

like that, its eyes changed,
and the fear switched out,
like a photo in a slide
projector, replaced with
fury, with a vengeful
malice. She had to look
into the water, had to try to
scare it away.

sight. But it wanted to kill
her; she knew that. So she
would bite first. She knew
the water would be cold.
She knew it would be a
fight to the death. But she
would bite first.

Her head felt so light, like
it had detached itself from
the rest of her and would
topple down from her neck
if she moved too fast, so
when she leaned down and
thrust her face into the
water, she was surprised
that it stayed attached. She
couldn’t see her enemy. It
must have dodged out of

(Lay aside the garments that
are stained with sin,
And be washed in the blood
of the Lamb;)
In a small cottage a few
miles away, the pastor and
his wife and children
bowed their heads to say
grace, sitting around a
gingham clad table.

have given us and for
blessing us with the ability
to share a meal with the
family we love. In Jesus’
name – Amen.’
They looked up and smiled
warmly and contentedly at
one another. A scream
pierced the air but they did
not hear it. She had bitten
first. She – and it – were
gone.
(There’s a fountain flowing
for the soul unclean,
O be washed in the blood of
the Lamb.)

‘Heavenly
Father, we
thank you
for the
f o o d
you

P r o b a b l y
because there's so
many things to do with
kids in the fall – hay bale
rides and jack o'lantern
carving
events,
child
friendly ‘haunted’ houses,
that kind of thing. We
lived about an hour apart,
so they tried to aim for
somewhere in the middle.
And we did go to a few
weird, more Halloween
party adjacent things over
the years, but eventually
where we ended up, almost
every year, was apple
picking.

and
t h e
fallen apples that litter the
ground under the trees
sometimes roll onto the
grassy strips between the
rows. There are other
families, clearly visibly
through the very short
trees, but they aren't close
enough to encroach on this
weird imaginary bubble.
When my dad offers to put
me on his shoulders so I
can reach more of the
apples, I refuse. I want to
stay on the ground with
Cass.

I know the first time I
remember seeing Cass
wasn't the real first time I
met her. I remember
knowing her already, but
there are no earlier
memories with her in
them. The day is blurry in
my mind, but there are
some parts that shine
vividly. The sun is bright,

In those memories, I love
Cass in that way young
kids are able to love each
other. They meet in the
morning and by the end of
the day they're the best
friends the other has ever
had. It was more awkward
as we got older, obviously –
ten year olds take longer to
remember how to be
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friends than six year olds.
But we always came back
pretty quickly, and by the
end of the day we would be
talking and talking and
usually float the idea of
running away and living in
the
apple
orchards
together.
One of the last times our
families
went
apple
picking together, we were
about twelve. An hour in,
Cass pulled me back and
whispered to me, ‘I want to
tell you a secret.’
I stopped immediately,
letting our parents get
much
further
ahead.
‘What?’
‘You have to promise not
to tell anyone, not even
your parents.’
‘I promise.’
‘It's really important.’

‘I promise.’ I grabbed her
hand and linked pinkies,
holding our hands up. I
don't remember whether
pinkie promises were in
our cultural spheres at that
point, but it was for some
reason all I could think of
to formalise it.
She gave another, furtive
glance at our parents.

Sparrows//
Spectres
Lucien Newton
Darling,
I went to your mother’s
house, and she told me
that you were warm the
last time she paid a visit
and pressed a kiss to your
cheek. I wanted to believe
her, but when I stepped
inside that room and held
your hands, they were ice
cold. You had always been
the warmer of the both of
us. You were so cold, and
no amount of kisses were
enough to warm you
through. You were so cold,
and the air conditioner had
long since carried away the
scent of your cologne. The
cold in that room seemed
to seep into my skin, until
all I wanted was to lay
down beside you and adopt
the warmth you used to
carry, but your side of the
pillow was cold to the
touch, and all I could do
was sit with my arms
wrapped
around
me,
watching the faint breeze
catch the corner of the lace
sheet draped across the tail
end of your coffin. That
room felt so empty, yet I
was sure that you were
looking down, catching me
on the cusp of sleep, and
bating breaths whilst grief
bubbled up over me in a
current I couldn’t wade
through. Did you catch my

‘Do you have a crush on
anyone?’

periods together, filling
paper bags with apples and
trying to make every visit
longer.

would have savoured the
way I woke up with a fog
on the brain as I burrowed
into the once warm spot
your body used to occupy,
coming down from the
high of dreaming that you
walked through that door
one last time.

the cut crystals could have
cast rainbows of light
across cobweb laden walls.
A bouquet of flowers lay
discarded
and
dried
amongst the trinkets and
memories of other people’s
lives, held sacred like a
monument
on
a
mausoleum doorway. I sat
beside your bed and
watched the sun set, rays
shining through glass and

‘Yeah,’ I lied.

existed in almost complete
isolation. We went to
different schools, shared
no friends in common, and
it was early enough that
the internet didn't really
factor in. Sure, there were
our parents, but it didn't
quite feel like that
counted. The only thing
that linked her world and
mine were these five hour

‘I think I have a crush on a
girl.’
When I got older, I
understood why she told
me. There's a weird
freedom to a friendship
like ours was, one that

thoughts before I knew
what they were?
I went to your mother’s
house,
because
she
cancelled your number and
the tone rang dead when I
dialled. I hadn’t been
prepared to give up the last
whispers of your voice on
the other side of the line,
and if I had known that
that was the last night I
fell into bed with your

voicemail keeping me
company, I would have
tried harder to substitute
grocery lists for sweet
nothings whispered into
the nape of my neck to
calm
the
midnight
anxieties buzzing in my
chest. If I had known that
was the last night I
listened to those words, I

I went to your mother’s
house, and talked to the
silence in the space you
used to occupy, before
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leaving a stamped pile of
letters on the desk of your
childhood
bedroom,
knowing that nothing I
write in bleeding ballpoint
blue will ever be read by
you. A bronzed windchime hung in your
window, and if the air
hadn’t been old and stale,

At the time, though, it
made me feel important.
‘I haven't told anyone else.
Don't tell, Maddie,’ she
said seriously.
‘I promise.’

illuminating dust stirred
up by thumbing through
photographs as I waited
for the house to feel more
like a home and less like a
haunt. I laced up my boots
and ran until my lungs
burned down to ash that
scattered on the winds in
search of you.

That house was a museum.
An art installation. A dead
place with suggestions of
life. A cemetery decorated
with wilted roses.
That night, I dreamt of the
birds we used to watch
from the balcony in the
morning. We never spoke
in those moments, just
stood together, your arms
around my waist. We were
quietest in the early

A Spooky
Poem

mornings, held steady and
precious like pearls in an
oyster shell, and delicate
nests balanced in trees. I
dreamt of a sparrow that
fluttered in through the
window I had cracked
open before I drifted off to
sleep. The bird perched on
the window sill and
watched
in
quiet
contemplation, until the
moment I extended a hand
toward it. With grace, it’s

fragile form fluttered
down to take up residence
on an outstretched finger,
and in the glow of the
moonlight, I marvelled at
the trust I was granted. I
stroked the sparrow’s
delicate feathers, satin soft
to the touch, and it closed
its eyes in reverence. But
the clouds covered the
moon and I pressed a little
too hard against a tiny
wing, and with a soft

exhale of breath, the bird
crumbled into ash. I woke
up and felt the quickly
receding whisper of your
touch against my fingers,
and I learnt that ghosts
don’t live in white feathers
and unfurling petals, but in
visions of a precious body
seeking mine out.
Yours, always.

BOO!
(I hope that scared you.)

Lewis Selfridge
It’s Halloween

Well.

So I’m going to fuck

That’s it.

A pumpkin.

That’s the poem.

Halloween Quiz
(Georgina) Beeby

WHAT HORROR MOVIE CHARACTER ARE YOU?!
PICK A PLACE TO WATCH YOUR FAVORITE HALLOWEEN
SHOW/MOVIE: BYRE, BARRON, OR NEW PICTURE HOUSE?

N
P

BYRE

ARTS OR
SCIENCE?

BARRON

DO YOU
BELIEVE IN
LUCK?

H

A
R
T

N

DO YOU BELIEVE

SCIENCE

IN GHOSTS?

S
WEREWOLVES
OR VAMPIRES?

YES!!

NO!!
NO WAY!

A
M

GO-TO DRINK ON A NIGHT

P

OR A SOFT DRINK?

P
E
DO YOU GET

WOLVES

V

O

YES!!

SCARED DURING
HORROR MOVIES?
A
L

OUT: PABLO, TENNENT’S,

S

T

DO YOU THINK

PABLO

E
N

PINEAPPLE
BELONGS ON

W
A
Y

S
O
F
T

S

DRINK

WOULD YOU SURVIVE
A ZOMBIE

N
E

PIZZA?

N

APOCALYPSE?

N

O

NO ABSOLUTELY

WOULD YOU

T’
S

NOT!!

USE A OUIJA
You got: The Monster!
You got: The Person
BOARD?
Chaotic and cruel is your
Who Dies First!
middle name! You make bad

YUP

Bad luck! Looks like you
made a lot of bad choices
in this quiz (and in life!).
You’re either clumsy or

cocky, but either way, it’s
time for some reflection!

choices and you’re PROUD
of them. This Halloween
it’s time for you to ignore
your deadlines and prank
your pals! Give ‘em hell!
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Y
E
P

You got: The Final
Girl!
Despite EVERYTHING
you’ll survive Halloween.
Good things just seem to
happen to you – despite
zero effort on your part.
You’re surprisingly tough
or maybe just beautiful!

ARTS & CULTURE
LGBT+ Artist
Spotlight:
Anthony
Cudahy's
Spectres of
Queer
History
Hana Schloz
On the left side of
Anthony Cudahy’s Off the
back porch ii, a wall blocks
the viewer off from
accessing the vague image
beyond:
an
embrace
between
two
spectral
figures, represented in the
light and shadows of a
sparse few shades of green.

this voyeuristic image, but
the uncertainty of the
figures’ identity – and even
their existence – creates a
presence of its own within
the scene.

If we, as the audience, are
still catching up on
interpreting the artistic
value of Frida Kahlo,
Hannah Höch, and Gluck
in this new context, then:

If you have never heard of
Cudahy or seen his vibrant
yet
vague,
ghostly
apparitions
of
queer
intimacy, then I don’t blame
you.

Where do we find
room in our
cultural
consciousness to
accept the queer
contemporary?

The queer art of
the past is still
very much in the
process of being
rediscovered in a
new light by the
public eye.

Cudahy obscures us from
fully realising the subjects of

His works recreate even the
physical evidence of these
‘histories’, replicating effects
such as motion blur and
photographic
flash
to
generate the effect of
archiving
a
memory
through paint.

Impressionist movement of
the late nineteenth and
early twentieth century,
diverging in both form and
content, with the intention
of depicting the intimate
interior lives of the artists
involved.

His works exist
between the
present and the
past, working
from found queer
photographs to
create what he
calls ‘image
histories’.

This new form of Intimism
which Cudahy and his
contemporaries
have
constructed seems to work
towards these same goals
through the perspective of
queer intimacy, to reclaim
the domestic space and
create representations of
comfort
through
mundanity.

The
original
Intimist
movement arose out of the

When asked about the
relationship of his identity

Anthony Cudahy belongs
to a loosely-affiliated group
of LGBT+-identifying New
York painters who journalist
Tyler Malone has labelled
the ‘New Queer Intimists’ in
his article on Cudahy’s
stylistic affiliate, Doron
Langberg.

to his art in a 2016
interview, Cudahy states, ‘I
think all of my work is
created
from
a
gay
perspective. There's no part
of me, and no idea of mine,
that isn't influenced by my
being gay. [...] There's
‘obvious’ work like paintings
and drawings of my partner,
Ian, but I think a queer lens
is apparent in my work
everywhere: in my fixations
on
presentation
and
representation, and the
transitory.’
Works such as Off the back
porch ii exemplify the
treatment of his subjects
through a queer lens. This
ghostly sense of partially
recalled memory which
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This patently queer new
school of Intimists also
includes Louis Fratino, Kyle
Coniglio, and Salman Toor
(who is, in my opinion, one
of the greatest living artists
of the 21st century, but this
article is about Cudahy and
his contributions to the
contemporary queer artistic
canon).
Cudahy’s work – which has
been exhibited across the
Eastern United States and
the UK – occupies a unique
space in contemporary art,
as it exists between the
present and the past,
working from found queer
photographs to create what
he calls ‘image histories’.

Cudahy invokes in his
paintings is paralleled with
the state of queer history
itself.

‘I think a queer
lens is apparent
in my work
everywhere’
In this context, his work is
both
melancholy
and
empowering:
the
past
cannot be resurrected in its
entirety, but what remains
of it can be reclaimed to
create something new,
vibrant, and beautiful.

Suck This —
the
wonderful
world of gay
vampires
Anonymous
It is a strange year for movies:
Closing theatres, tent-pole
offerings fleeing into next
year, big screen fodder
slipping out on streaming,
but in this new world where
Hollywood is forced to delay
or reimagine its distribution
there is a gap, and into this
gap has stepped a host of
other films.

scraped their money back.
But the absence of the
mega-budget megabeasts
have given these small
features the room to take
the spotlight.
Whilst these strange times
last, take advantage!
This moment where power
passes over from studio to
audience will never happen
again.

The rise of streaming and
the
nervousness
of
executives to throw away
the profits from their big
hitters means a more level
playing field, which in turn
reveals unseen truths about
what audiences want to see.
Hollywood’s idea of what
we want to watch, along
with so much else, is out of
date and this year is

The best they could hope for
would be to win a few
prizes, bag brief theatrical
releases, and then sink into
obscurity having only just

Whilst this has led to some
critics
labelling
it
‘bloodless’, this choice
highlights
the
most
intriguing element of the
original its attitude towards
sexuality.

However, this did not last
long. Carmilla is not only
the origin text for vampire
novels generally – there are
many signs that Dracula
borrowed heavily from it –
but also the phenomenon of
the ‘lesbian vampire’.

Tenet, ‘The movie to save
cinema’, is being chased in
the charts by After We
Collided — a film given no
advertising and no studio
backing. It is a very strange
year for movies, and that
may not be such a bad thing.
One of these ‘smaller’ films
is Carmilla (given a brief
theatrical release and then
on VOD 19 October).
An adaptation of Sheridan
Le Fanu’s endlessly adapted
vampire novella from 1872,
director Emily Harris has
placed the psychological
centre of the story – a young
woman falling in love with a
mysterious female outsider
– at the forefront and played
down the gothic elements.

These films would have
never seen the light of a
BBC Review show or a
write-up in The Guardian
last, or any other, year.

The language is coy, as you
would expect from a text of
its time, but its content is
frank and, crucially, never
judged. It remains a
startlingly modern tale.

revealing the diversity of
what audiences will back,
and this is lifting releases
that would normally be
swamped into the sun.

This trope paired with the
arrival of film gave rise to a
far more heterosexual male
understanding of sexuality.
Some merely removed the
references — Carl Th.
Dreyer’s Vampyr for example
– but most exploited and
twisted it for voyeuristic
pleasure.

In an industry run almost
exclusively by heterosexual
men and using a medium in
which looking is the key act
it did not take long before
the high camp sex and
death combination was hit
upon. Many of the screen
adaptations of Carmilla
reflect this; Hammer’s The
Vampire Lovers foremost,
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but also Et Mourir De
Plaisir and even Lesbian
Vampire Killers with James
Cordon (Carmilla is named
as the villain).
Jesus
Franco’s Vampyros Lesbos
gives the game away in its
title, as does Walerian
Borowczyk’s Immoral Tales
(which
references
the
historical ancestor of the
lesbian vampire, Elizabeth
Báthory), whilst many
others
showed
their
intention through their
casting.
Even
beyond
direct
adaptations the sexualised
lesbian vampire born of
Carmilla is everywhere, and
almost always aimed at
titillating a male audience.

Hammer with Playboy
models
Mary
and
Madeleine Collinson, and
Jean Rollin in his series of
erotic horror tales with the
adult film star Brigitte
Lahaie (Fascination is a
particularly strange mix of
high art pretensions and
softcore vampire elements).
Between 1960 and 1980,
the lesbian vampire was a go
to figure for voyeuristic,
unquestioning shock value
guaranteed to pull in an
audience, and no expensive
special effects required. Just
using this literary figure to
titillate and shock though is
not
only
a
wasted
opportunity and morally
dubious, it also obscures the
original spirit in which it
was created.
Gothic literature has always
talked about forbidden love
and what is seen as
monstrous.
Homoerotic
elements can be found in
Dracula,
Melmoth The

Wanderer and The Monk,
alongside many other pillars
of the gothic canon because
the subject matter allows for
the exploration of that
which is deemed outside of
society.
A fine line must be drawn
between pointing at that
which is monstrous and
unpacking it, many fall foul
of this divide, but the love of
two women in 1870 could
only be conceived of as
‘other’. Otherness and
obsession. Desire
and
addiction. Innuendo and
metaphor.
Through these devices, voice
could be given to feelings
that had no space to exist.
You can find them in the
nature writing of gay
authors such as Gavin
Maxwell (Ring of Bright
Water) or Maxwell Knight
(A Cuckoo in the House); the
love of an animal standing
in for passions and

identities they could not
express.
When the act is illegal, the
response is to embody it as
something ‘inhuman’ – be it
animal, criminal, or a
monster.
In the Hollywood films of
the golden era where men
breath heavily in each
others’
arms
after
committing a murder. The
new Carmilla is part of a
wave of films discussing this
side of the gothic.
Doing away with blood and
guts it gives us the
sensation, not the sight, of
seduction.
Other recent adaptations of
the story have done the
same; a web series got its
own film in 2017 which
drew praise for its avoidance
of cliché and presentation of
a range of sexualities and
gender identities. Such
retellings are a harder sell
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than the bloody and
raunchy fare fed to us in the
’70s but far more rewarding.
The resurgence of true queer
gothic with Carmilla at its
head has come at a time
where there is room for it to
breathe and an audience
ready for it.
Go find it, go watch it, or
watch any of the other
wonderful
boundary
crossing gothic films to
come out recently. It’ll make
for a wonderful Halloween.

The
Abominable
Other —
Mary
Shelley’s
Legacy for
the Queers
Toni Andres

Out of all the things that
2020 has taught humankind
so far (craving for a simple
hug or the appreciation of
switching off the camera on
Teams),
feeling
the
numbing
sensation
of
isolation and dissociation
from my environment
raised to a celestial level was
definitely one of the most
unwelcome parts of the year.

After turning 20 before
corona (BC?), I thought I
was finally off the hook of
queer
teen
struggles.
However, spending a few
months with my family
back at their house, I found
that my desk still smelled
like anxiety and that the
sticky, square relics of my
Buffy the Vampire Slayer
stickers on its surface now
just stuck to my wrists in
crumbly, grey clumps. No
Buffy looking at me
anymore.

deprived of expressing my
queerness
and
being
surrounded
by
an
encouraging environment,
that I found an old copy of
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein
my English teacher once
had given to me in 8th grade.
I
remember
binging
through it in one night,
obsessing over the story of
the
aspiring,
brilliant
scientist
Victor
Frankenstein who ‘gives
birth’ to a monster (just
referred to as ‘Creature’).

It was during that time in
quarantine, when I felt so

Feeling misunderstood is
one of the most basic

Viktor agrees, however
destroys his second creation
last-minute. Enraged and
desperate, the Creature kills
Viktor’s wife and the two
end up interlocked in an
eternal hunt with each other
– each one unable to live
with nor without the other.
Something about this story
really stuck with me,
something that resonated
with my obsession for Buffy
and Lana Del Rey.

Re-reading it was like a
journey through time back
to when I was 14 years old;
and the airstream of that
journey smashed me right
back into the closet of
isolation.
Re-reading it nevertheless
also means that I am now
able to step away from that
past time (after all, I am 20
years old and not 14 any
more, thankfully). Rereading it made me realise
what exactly it had been
that had spoken to me when
reading Frankenstein for the
first time: the utter
loneliness of being rejected.

Realising what horrific life
he had created, Viktor
instantly throws him out.
Wandering
through
Europe,
the
Creature
eventually finds Viktor in
his hometown and asks him
to
create
a
female
counterpart to share the
loneliness of being a social
outcast with.

He is attracted, even
obsessed, by the idea of
creating this life, but is also
the first one to make the
Creature experience what it
feels like to be despised
openly upon first sight.
struggles
teens
find
themselves confronted with.
Being LGBT+, however,
means
to
completely
unlearn what a crucial part
of upbringing is based upon,
and to even pro-actively
offend
this
specific
environment in a constant
quest for finding a relatable
narrative that reflects this
specific journey.
This fight will never be won
(at least not in our

generation); the rejection will
never completely vanish, but
it will get easier to handle.
Shelley captures this eternal,
exhausting, and infuriating
fight both in Viktor and the
Creature.
While
the
Creature
experiences
rejection every time he
interacts
with
society,
Viktor’s battle is much more
internalised and oppressed,
yet
simultaneously
externalised and personified
by the Creature.
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Back in 8th grade, the L in
LGBT+ was not filled by
the concept of being a
lesbian for me yet, but by
Loneliness with a capital ‘L’.
Edelman1 writes in his book
about queer (well, let’s be
real
–
queer-coded)
protagonists
as
being
fundamentally characterised
by their Loneliness which
Shelley’s work highlights in
a very sensitive, yet blunt
way.

Queer
struggles
and
anxieties, although they
stem from external, societal
forces, cannot be left behind
in society – a withdrawal
into cottagecore really will
not do it (sorry, fellow
queers). In fact, the first
rejection by society that a
person experiences will
cause damage forever;
anxieties and phobias will
dig their heels so deep into
a person’s psyche that they
will sit there internalised
and
unnoticed, omnipresent and tormenting.
Following the plot through
the Creature’s eyes thus
gave me the narrative I was
craving so much.
Now reading Frankenstein
again in 2020, I found
myself sympathising much
more with Viktor than
previously. I realised that
the dichotomy between

Victor and the Creature is
not as polarised as I had
thought – in fact, Viktor’s
narrative is also a story of
the attempt to come to
terms with the individual
(determined) self as part of
a hostile environment.
Whereas the Creature’s
retreat into animalistic, feral
features is a much smoother
transition prompted by the
appalling treatment he
receives in the world, Viktor
appears to be a complicit
contributor
to
this
environment. Behind his
Faustian arrogance and
despicable
behaviour
towards the Creature lies
hidden a very parental
desire to show pride in his
procreation
which
he
otherwise appears to avoid
with his wife. While the
Creature is exposed to
rejection, Viktor is in

constant denial of himself,
exposing himself to selfrejection. His narrative too
is a rocky path of
Loneliness.
Both end up utterly broken
– abominations of ‘nature’,
abominated by society. Both
are the Others, but, while
the Creature is so obviously
treated as being different
from the beginning, Viktor
still painfully tries to deother himself in vain (we
have all been there, honey).
Now, Shelley surely did not
intend to compose a queer
tragedy, yet she perfectly
captures the tragedy of
being queer: we try and try,
but the inner Viktor and the
inner Creature will never
receive the appreciation
they need, for they would
not even exist in the first
place if confrontation with
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society had not othered
them initially.
Of course, 2020 needs to be
past the stage of scrambling
for queer-coded monsters.
Yet, we will never stop
finding ourselves feeling
lonely and searching for
comfort
which
Mary
Shelley
very
uniquely
captured in another century.

[1] Lee Edelman, No Future:
Queer Theory and the Death
Drive (Durham, NC: Duke
University Press, 2004), pp.4-5

MEDIA
‘Jennifer’s
Body’:
Appreciating
the Campy,
Queer, and
Misunderstood Teen
Girl Horror
Movie
Rebecca Drever
It has now been over a
decade since Karyn Kusma
and Diablo Cody blessed
the viewing public with the
cinematic masterpiece that
is Jennifer’s Body. That’s
right, you heard me
correctly:
cinematic
masterpiece. Is the actual

There is really no need for
me to put any of my feelings
about this scene into words
when the student sitting
behind Needy sums it up
perfectly, leaning forward to
tell her: ‘You’re totally
lesbigay.’
In an understated but
important scene later at the
local roadhouse, Jennifer
reaches out to hold Needy’s
hand between them as Low
Shoulder – the indie-rock
band they came to see –
performs an angsty love
song. Needy, who had been
anxious and disdainful up to
this point, immediately
breaks out into a genuine
smile. Her gaze lingers on
Jennifer’s face, drinking in

plot messy as hell? Sure.
Has some of the dialogue
really not aged well
(specifically the liberal use
of
an
ableist
slur)?
Definitely. Is it a better film
than Citizen Kane? YES.
If you’ve not yet seen
Jennifer’s Body, remedy
that. The film begins at the
end with Anita “Needy”
Lesnicki
(Amanda
Seyfried) creeping on her
best friend, Jennifer Check
(Megan Fox), lying on her
bed below a shrine to early
2000s emo bands with a big
Fall Out Boy poster at the
centre. ‘Hell is a teenage
g i r l , ’
N e e d y
narrates.

her profile only for
her smile to drop when she
realises
that
Jennifer
appears to only have eyes for
the lead singer of the band.
Needy abruptly lets go but,
from the fading white
patches on her hand, we see
it was actually Jennifer who
was holding on too tight.
No words are exchanged
during this incredibly short
sequence but it says
everything. Alas, can any
sapphic love story go
without a moment of
intense hand-holding and
yearning gazes? Of course,
this is a horror film so
everything goes to shit
seconds later. As in, the bar
goes up in flames, most of

Outlandishly gorgeous and
unapologetically
sexual,
Jennifer is the unchallenged
alpha female of her local
high school in the podunk
town of Devil’s Kettle,
Minnesota. Needy tags
along as the glasses-wearing
insecure, nerdy girl in their
relationship that we quickly
learn goes beyond the
platonic and borders on
infatuation.

featured only briefly within
the
opening
montage,
Jennifer gets a dreamy slowmotion entrance with closeups which lovingly frame
her (equally dreamy) face.
By cutting back and forth
between Jennifer as she
cheerleads and Needy’s
openly adoring expression,
we understand that we are
sharing Needy’s perspective
in this moment.

Yes, if it wasn’t already
abundantly clear why I’m
writing about this movie,
these two ‘best friends’ are
super-duper painfully queer
for each other! While
N e e d y ’ s
boyf riend,
Chip,
is

It is no coincidence that the
song that plays under this
sequence is Black Kid’s ‘I’m
Not Going to Teach Your
Boyfriend How to Dance
With You’ with the lyrics,
‘You are the girl, that I’ve
been dreaming of / Ever
since I was a little girl.’

the patrons
are burned alive, and
Jennifer allows the creepy
lead singer to drive her
home in his van.

Body was a flop upon
release
and
sorely
misunderstood
by
the
overwhelmingly
male
critical landscape; the film
was partly a victim of its ad
campaign.
While
the
director and screenwriter
had wanted to make a
movie for young women,
the marketing team were
interested in nothing else
but playing up Megan Fox’s
sex appeal.

The next time we see her,
she is no longer human, if
the demonic roaring and the
river of black ooze she
vomits up is anything to go
by. As Needy and Jennifer’s
friendship
begins
to
deteriorate and (spoiler!)
Jennifer eats several teenage
boys, the movie turns into a
spectacularly
violent
feminist tale about female
relationships, beauty, and
sexuality.
Maybe it shouldn’t be
surprising that Jennifer’s
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Through the trailers and
posters, the film came off as
little more than a salacious,
sex-filled romp meant to
titillate viewers with shot
after shot of Fox’s long legs
and cleavage.

Attempting to profit off of
surface-level eroticism, the
marketing team failed to see
that the movie is not
intended for teenage boys.
What was mistaken as the
‘male gaze’ when initially
released could be more
accurately interpreted as a
‘lesbian gaze’, or, summed
up with the common
conundrum for young queer
women: ‘Do I want her, or
do I want to be her?’
Because despite what the
title may suggest, Jennifer is

‘Ratched’ —
a queer and
spooky
review
(beware:
spoilers
ahead!)
Milo Hill
As Halloween and spooky
season roll around the
corner, the average Netflix
devotee’s mind arrives at
one short conclusion: time
for Ryan Murphy. As the
king of gore and horror that
is simultaneously mindless
but also makes you worry
for the future of society,
Murphy is most famous for
his show American Horror
Story which first graced our
screens back in 2011. Nine
years later, his most recent
work is no different.
The show follows Mildred
Ratched, played by Sarah
Paulson, the ostensible

not the protagonist of this
movie. The narrative is
actually filtered through the
perspective of Needy, who,
over the course of the film,
looks at her early-bloomer
bestie with admiration, fear,
and palpable attraction.
Of course, there’s another
reason Jennifer’s Body may
have bombed back then and
that’s Megan Fox. Having
just spoken up about her
misogynistic mistreatment
at the hands of Transformers
director Michael Bay, Fox

villain from Milos Forman’s
1975 film One Flew Over
The Cuckoo’s Nest. While in
the film Nurse Ratched is a
fairly
two-dimensional
villain, in this TV show
Murphy aims to lend her
some humanity and creates
a
complex
character with a
hear t-w renching
background.
The first episode
begins
with
E d m u n d
Tolleson, played by Finn
Wittrock (one of Murphy’s
favourite
conventionally
attractive white male actors
who appears throughout
multiple of his works),
murdering a group of
priests.
He
gets
institutionalised at Lucia
State Hospital, and here we
meet Ratched. The year is
1947 and Mildred Ratched
has moved to Northern
California in order to
become head nurse at Lucia

was vilified and blacklisted
for breaking protocol in
Hollywood’s
sea
of
complicity (Seriously, look
it up. It’s gross and Megan
Fox is owed an apology).
It is fitting that Fox would
choose this time to star in a
film about a young woman
who forcefully takes control
of her sexual power. Boys
fall for Jennifer left and
right, and she eats them up
and spits them out again.
However, the men she
devours are merely plot

State, it is later revealed that
this is because Edmund is
her long lost foster brother
and she is trying to prevent
him from receiving the
death penalty. Beneath the
colourful
vinyl-fiftiesdiner-aesthetic
that
Murphy successfully creates
and continues

throughout the series, there
are deeply harrowing and
traumatising backgrounds
to explain each character’s
actions that mean the show
definitely deserves content
warnings. However, there is
also a positive side of the
show (and this depends on
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devices that further a
narrative about female
desire.
So, between Jennifer and
Needy’s iconic kiss, the
incredible one-liners (‘Do
you buy all your murder
weapons at Home Depot?
God, you’re butch!’), and the
feminist subversion of
horror
conventions,
Jennifer’s Body is definitely
worth
revisiting
this
Halloween.

how twisted you are): in the
depths of despair and
misery that shroud the halls
of Lucia State Hospital,
friendships are formed and
romance blossoms. As with
everything Murphy creates,
there are certain elements to
his dramatisation of Nurse
Ratched’s story that are
simply unrealistic. For
example, the way Ratched
manages to overcome her
own
internalized
homophobia
and
enter, fairly securely,
into a lesbian
relationship
across the space
of a few episodes.
Bearing in mind
the show is set in
the late forties, Murphy
does introduce ideas of
compulsory heterosexuality
and
internalised
homophobia
in
the
character
of
Mildred
Ratched.

She meets Gwendoline
Briggs, the (grossly sexist)
Governor’s press secretary
and campaign manager
(played by Cynthia Nixon),
and is taken to a women’s
club but is disgusted and
offended by being mistaken
for a lesbian – this all
happens in episode two.
Despite
this,
when
engaging in heterosexual
intercourse,
Mildred
imagines it is Gwendoline
that she is having sex with,
in episode three.
In episode five, Gwendoline
gets shot during Edmund’s
first escape from the
hospital and in episode six,
Ratched realises she has
feelings for her. By the final
episode of the first season,
they are happily living out
the last of Gwendoline’s

Furthermore, a little of
Ratched’s nursing past is
revealed to us. Despite
having
no
actual
qualifications as a nurse, she
had experience in the army
but got kicked out because
she euthanised patients who
were in too much pain.
Once again Murphy has
done an astonishing job at
providing his audience with
completely morally grey

days (as she is dying) in a
villa in Mexico.
Not only this, but we see
Nurse Ratched’s friendships
flourish throughout her
time at the hospital as well.
By the end of the season her
initial enemy and original
head nurse, Bucket, is close
friends with Mildred and
visits her in Mexico.
Additionally,
Huck
Finnegan, played by Charlie
Carver, who is an orderly at
the hospital is promoted to
Head Nurse when Ratched
leaves – they bond over
witnessing the inhumane
treatments some of the
patients at the hospital are
forced to undergo.

In terms of spooky factor, I
would say that Ratched is
more
for
gore
and
psychological horror fans
than those who are fans of
ghosts and jump scares.

the watcher a small sense of
comfort, it doesn’t make us
question every day, 21stcentury society in the same
way. Having said this, it
does make one think.

Ratched has the elements of
American Horror Story that
render it so horrifying – the
incredibly diverse and wideranging methods of torture
and murder that make it
near impossible to not at
least cringe.

In One Flew Over The
Cuckoo’s
Nest,
Nurse
Ratched is presented as a
very flat character and an
obvious
antagonist,
however, in Ratched her
character is significantly
more complex. In episode 6
Mildred
explains
to
Gwendoline the absolutely
horrifying
childhood
trauma that both she and
Edmund experienced – this
culminating in a promise
that they will find and help
each other, and is also
presented to be part of the
reason both Mildred and
Edmund
are
so
psychologically disturbed.

However, it lacks the
supernatural
happenings
that are maybe more
commonly associated with
specifically
Halloween
flicks.
Unlike
American
Horror Story, it is
set far back in
the past, giving

p ro t a gon i s t s .
Yes, Mildred Ratched
may have killed people, but
this brings up the question
of whether euthanasia is
morally correct.
No human is completely
good and Ratched brings
this to light. Whether you’re

looking for
some mindless gore and
unflinching dramatisations
of lobotomies gone wrong,
or you want to look more
deeply into the human
psyche and the effects of
trauma on our actions, or
maybe you’re just starving
for some of that sweet,
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sweet lesbian representation
that Ryan Murphy and
Sarah Paulson toss us every
once in a while, I’d say
Ratched
is
a
good
Halloween watch.
Easy to binge and coming
in a nicely vacuum sealed
primary
colour
sunny
northern
California
package that I enjoyed
immensely.
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